
Dear referee, 

We appreciate you for reading and reviewing our paper and for your valuable 
suggestions and comments to improve the manuscript in a good way. The detailed 
response to each comment is provided below (in red). 

Review for Karagodin-Doyennel et al., “The future ozone trends in changing climate 
simulated with SOCOLv4”, submitted to ACP 

Here authors use the SOCOLv4 Earth System Model (ESM) to simulate future ozone 
evolution. Results from two model  simulations (based on two potential Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSP) scenarios: SSP2-4.5 and SSP5-8.5) are presented. 
SOCOL_v4 predicts a decline in tropospheric ozone around the 2030s for SSP2-4.5 and 
after  2060s under SSP5-8.5 scenarios primarily due to  decrease  in ozone precursors 
such as  NOx and CO. As expected, models also predict ozone increase in the upper/ 
middle stratosphere globally and high-latitude lower stratosphere. Model also predicts 
that under SSP5-8.5, the stratospheric ozone increases are largely due to stronger 
stratospheric cooling as more greenhouse gases lead to more cooling that slows ozone 
loss. On the other hand, both the simulations predict ozone decrease in the tropical 
lower stratosphere as strengthening of BD circulation transports more ozone to the mid-
high latitudes.  

As confirmed by various recent studies, the model does not predict any decrease in 
lower stratospheric ozone at mid-latitudes. Consistent with our understanding, SOCOLv4 
predicts an increase in stratospheric ozone in the 21st century due to decreases in the 
ODS and increases in the GHGs. 

Overall, this is a well organised manuscript with some room for improvements. So I 
would recommend the manuscript for the publications if authors can address minor 
comments suggested below 

1. I am struggling to find clear motivation. What are the largest sources of 
uncertainties in our understanding about the future evolution of ozone layer . What 
was done in earlier SOCOL studies and what was missing and how this manuscript 
is able to improve those biases. There are serveral papers like Morganstern et al., 
Dhomse et al., Keeble et al, highlighting the role of GHG in explaining decreases in 
tropical ozone. So, what is new here? 

Thank you for pointing this out. We agree that the motivation for this study has 
not been formulated as clearly as it should be in the introduction. Yes, the ozone 
evolution in the future has been continuously investigating using CCMs, starting from 
the Eyring et al., (2007) study. Yet, many other studies have been carried out since then 
because CCMs as well as the future GHG scenarios have been continuously developing 
and upgrading. Thus, in the light of ongoing model development, each new study gives 
additional insight into the future ozone evolution and using up-to-date statistical 
methods allows drawing a more accurate conclusion on the future ozone trends. 

Here, we analyze the ozone simulations performed for the 2015-2099 period with 
the new Earth System Model SOCOLv4, based on two SSP (2-4.5 and 5-8.5) scenarios. 
The SOCOLv4 has a lot of ozone-related upgrades against its previous version, SOCOLv3 



(that was previously used in similar studies), as it was mentioned in the Sukhodolov et 
al., (2021). Basically, it is the new generation of models that includes several essential 
components of the Earth system, which now interactively coupled to each other 
(Sukhodolov et al., 2021).  

In our study, the new-generation statistical approach, namely, Dynamical Linear 
Modelling (DLM) used to retrieve and evaluate the future ozone evolution from the 
SOCOLv4 simulations. The DLM has not been utilized before in regression analysis of the 
future ozone evolution; in previous studies, the conventional multi-linear regression was 
used. The DLM has several advantages over the MLR (see in the response to the 
comment 4 for details) and it is preferable to use DLM due to non-homogeneity of ozone 
changes in different atmospheric regions.  

Also, the problem remains open regarding the lower stratospheric ozone 
evolution in the mid-latitudes that is questioned due to signs of ozone decline in this 
region found in ozone observational composite using DLM (Ball et al., 2018). So, it is 
also important to continue studying this region but for the future using a similar 
statistical tool, that was done in the study about the past ozone trends in SOCOLv4 (i.e., 
Karagodin-Doyennel et al., 2022).  

In addition, the important advantage of our study is that we show the ozone 
evolution, its chemical forcings (like NOx and CO), temperature vertical profile changes 
as well as latitude-month total column ozone trend for different sub-periods within 21st 
century. Previously, the transient trends have not been demonstrated in a such way. In 
the multi-model study of Morgenstern et al. (2018), the analysis of GHGs from RCP 
forcing of ozone was done for the period 1960–2100, without profile trend evolution 
during the 21st century. Dhomse et al., (2018) performed the analysis of various CCMI 
simulations under several CMIP5 RCP forcings to estimate the return dates for future 
total and partial ozone column evolutions from anthropogenic halogens. The analyzed 
ozone evolutions were averaged for specific geographical regions. Despite the detailed 
analysis of future ozone evolution, the robust statistical test of these results was not 
performed. The resent multi-model study of Keeble et al., (2021) analyzed the long-
term total and partial ozone column evolution over the 1960-2100 period using CMIP6 
simulations under SSP emission scenarios. In particular, this study presents estimates of 
ozone profile change and total column ozone between the end of 21st century and 
present time, similarly as it was done in our study. However, the results provided 
without performing a robust statistical analysis that would show in which regions trends 
can be considered as robust but not artificially induced and where the statistical 
significance of estimated trends is low. This proposed to be done using regression 
analysis by excluding the effect of natural variability that allow performing an accurate 
statistical significance evaluation of trends induced by GHG and ODSs. In addition, the 
evolution of ozone trend profiles and latitude-month total column ozone during 21st 
century also has not been addressed in this study.     

We should state the importance of showing the trends separately for subperiods 
as this allowed extracting more detailed information on how modelled ozone trend and 
dependencies evolve during the early, middle, and late 21st century under different GHG 
forcings. It is essential especially in the contest of clarity of ozone prediction for the sub-
century scale.         



In addition, SOCOL model has not been included in the previous studies about 
future ozone trends under SSP scenarios (Keeble et al., 2021 and Sheng et al., 2021) as 
there were no CMIP6 simulations from SOCOLv4 available that time.     

The discussion about the mesospheric ozone evolution was also not complete in 
previous studies based on SSP scenarios. In our study, we also included the analysis of 
the mesospheric ozone evolution during the 21st century under SSP scenarios. We show 
important findings for the mesospheric ozone evolution, related to the change of GHGs 
concentrations. In addition, the trends in chemical drivers of ozone evolution (as of CO 
and NOx) were not addressed, besides the atmospheric H2O future change that was 
described well in Keeble et al., (2021).  

Nevertheless, our results on ozone trends agree with multi-model mean from 
Keeble et al., (2021). We added the comparison to the paper. In addition, a comparison 
with future ozone trends from several CCMs presented in Sheng et al., (2021) was also 
done for the troposphere and stratosphere.  
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2. Why there is a paragraph about the VSLS if there are no plots showing its impact 
on the ozone layer? 

The updated boundary conditions for VSLSs were used for the SOCOLv4 simulations, 
performed for this study. This is one of the factors that might affects the accuracy of 
future ozone evolution. Nevertheless, in this study, we had no plans to differentiate the 
effect of VSLS on the ozone evolution from others.  



We agree that the huge paragraph in the introduction about new VSLSs can be omitted. 
Therefore, we decided to exclude this paragraph from the introduction, but keep some 
information about the updated VSLSs in the model description section. 

Can you explain why sAOD term is included in DLM model though there is no volcanic 
eruption in the simulations 

Here, used DLM set-up is the same as it was used to analyze the past ozone trends in 
SOCOLv4 (see Karagodin-Doyennel et al., 2022). Indeed, compared to the past period, 
the future simulations do not account for any future volcanic eruptions. However, since 
in SOCOLv4, the aerosol fields are not prescribed but interactively calculated, the future 
SAOD is also changing with a time and have a difference between considered SSP 
scenarios. This difference caused by temperature and atmospheric dynamics variations, 
induced by GHGs. In the Figure A1 provided in the Appendix, the simulated SAOD 
changes with a slight trend over the 21st century and there is a difference in SAOD 
between considered SSP scenarios. It should be noted that the robust statistical 
methods, like DLM, might be sensitive to even small changes, i.e., the resulting 
statistical significance might be violated if this variable (like SAOD) is not included to the 
analysis. Thus, it is important to consider the SAOD as a regressor to analyze 
simulations from the model where the advanced aerosol microphysics is included and 
aerosol fields are not prescribed. 

3. Line 198: Usage of DLM to model simulated data is still unclear. Please include 
some clear information explaining why this type of analysis should use DLM rather 
than multivariate (or ordinary least square) regression or simpler composite 
analysis. I strongly feel that using DLM for the analysis of observational data is OK 
as we have just one realisation about the past atmosphere. But as you have 3 
ensemble members for each type of   simulation, does DLM provide unique insight 
in model world compared to simple averaging and smoothing? 

Yes, the DLM method has important advantages over the conventional multi-linear 
regression (MLR) and allow obtaining more robust trend estimates, especially if time 
series have non-homogenized time-varying trends in different atmospheric regions. 
Thus, using the DLM to obtain ozone trend estimates is desirable. The main advantages 
are listed in several previous studies, i.e., Laine et al. (2014), Ball et al., (2018), Alsing 
(2019) etc.. Generally speaking, DLM is much more flexible method than MLR largely 
because of the following advantages: the background trend is allowed to vary in time; 
regression coefficients are not fixed but may slowly vary in time that allow capturing 
more variability from the time-series; auto-regressive process is inferred together with 
other DLM parameters that decrease its uncertainty; account for the non-constant error 
distribution in the regression coefficients estimation. Laine et al. (2014) mentioned that 
if trends are non-linear, the estimates from DLM are expected to be more robust and 
found that the trends estimated in MLR might be even inverse to those estimated using 
DLM. In the Bognar et al., (2022) study, the detailed comparisons of MLR and DLM is 
given, showing that MLR has noticeable limitations against DLM. The DLM is broadly 
used in the recent ozone studies to analyses the observations and model data but has 
not been used to evaluate the future ozone evolution. 
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Technical  

Line 115: Hu et al. (2015), 

It was corrected. 

Line 163: Only GHGs (prescribed ODSs are identical)? 

 
Yes, prescribed ODS fluxes are identical between SSP2-4.5 and SSP5-8.5 and the 
only difference in boundary conditions is GHGs surface level. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


